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GUE S T ED I T O R I A L

Organization and membership: Introduction to the Special
Issue

Abstract

Membership is one of the most important concepts in

organization theory, and has been mostly taken for

granted for decades. Recent works have shattered the

existing paradigm of membership, and several

scholars have come up with new ways to understand

the relationship between organizations and the people

‘belonging’ to them. This debate has been crucially

inspired by Niklas Luhmann's modern systems theory

– however, so far mostly without developing modern

systems theory itself. With this Special Issue on

“Organization and Membership,” we want to carry

the discussion back to its muse. This Special Issue pre-

sents works that specifically advance the membership

notion of modern systems theory – and, hence, offer

new inspirational impulses for the whole field of orga-

nization studies. In this introduction, we briefly pre-

sent Luhmann's works on membership and provide

an overview of the research articles featured in this

Special Issue.

KEYWORD S

membership, new forms of organization, Niklas Luhmann,

organization theory, systems theory

1 | INTRODUCTION

Membership is one of the most important concepts in
organization theory. For decades, the majority of organi-
zation studies has built explicitly or implicitly on the
assumption that organizations are based on membership.
For example, scholars highlight that it is important for an
organization to distinguish between members and non-
members (Aldrich, 2008), to control who its members are

(King, Felin, & Whetten, 2010) and to recruit members
and convince them to stay (Mayntz, 1965). Accordingly,
the notion of membership as such and the idea that orga-
nizations depend on it have been mostly taken for
granted for decades (Bencherki & Snack, 2016; Grothe-
Hammer, 2019a). Scholars usually seem to write about
‘members’ as if they were some kind of ‘natural’ category,
for which everyone has a fairly clear idea of both what it
is and that it is of eminent importance.

The starting point of this Special Issue is that these
common presuppositions have been repeatedly shattered
in recent years. Scholars have observed an increasing
emergence of new forms of organization—like certain
kinds of social movements, hacker collectives or
terrorist networks—for which it is difficult to identify
members distinctively (Dobusch & Schoeneborn, 2015;
King, 2017; la Cour, 2014). Hence, membership has been
described as becoming fluid or unclear (Dobusch &
Schoeneborn, 2015) and as radically changing nowadays
(Andersen & Pors, 2014). In some instances, the relation-
ship between organizations and their members seems to
become increasingly intimate (Andersen, 2015). In other
cases, membership even takes the paradoxical form of a
non-membership (la Cour, 2014; Lauritzen, 2017;
Lauritzen, Salomo, & la Cour, 2013). And in yet other
cases, scholars identify whole organizations that
renounce membership at all (Grothe-Hammer, 2019a).

Correspondingly, several scholars have proposed to
rethink the established assumptions about membership
and its role for organizations. For instance,
Schoeneborn and Scherer (2012) point out that some
organizations attribute membership retrospectively—
sometimes even after death. McPhee and colleagues
(McPhee & Iverson, 2009; McPhee & Zaug, 2000) argue
that membership should not be seen as one fixed deci-
sion that comes first but as an ongoing stream of nego-
tiation. Bencherki and Snack (2016) have revived the
notion of contributorship (see Barnard, 1938) for argu-
ing that individuals can be partially included into orga-
nizational processes without being or becoming
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members. Dobusch and Schoeneborn (2015) point our
attention to fluid collectives that decide on membership
asymmetrically—meaning that there is no decision on
inclusion, but on exclusion if necessary. Andersen and
Born (2008) highlight how membership can become a
question of passion. la Cour (2019) points at organiza-
tions that deconstruct their own premises for member-
ship, so only behaviour that is disloyal to the rules of
membership is observed as true membership. Other
scholars go another step further and propose to drop
membership as a defining principle of organizations
entirely (Ahrne, Brunsson, & Seidl, 2016; Apelt
et al., 2017; Grothe-Hammer, 2019a).

An interesting aspect of this development is
that many of these works draw at least partly on
modern systems theory as devised by Niklas
Luhmann (1995, 2012, 2013). Therefore, the current
debate in organization studies on how to rethink the con-
cept of membership is one that is crucially inspired by
Niklas Luhmann's oeuvre.

At first glance, this is surprising, because even in
Luhmann's systems theory, membership is defined rather
conventionally and treated as crucial when it comes to
defining and understanding organizations. Already in the
1960s, Luhmann outlined an action-based theory of orga-
nizations, building crucially on the assumption that
membership is the ultimate basis for an organization
(Luhmann, 1964; Seidl & Mormann, 2014). The first
chapters of his groundbreaking book Funktionen und
Folgen formaler Organisation have been translated into
English for the first time in this Special Issue. In this
book, Luhmann (1964) asserted that organizations only
exist through their ability to formalize behavioural expec-
tations by coupling them to the question of membership.
Membership is defined as a special type of structure, that
is, the role expectations that underlie and enable all other
structures and processes of the organization. Only
through defining membership roles, and by setting gener-
alized conditions for accepting the membership role, was
the organization said to be able to gain its complexity
and demarcate itself from its environment. Luhmann
pointed out that through membership, an organization is
capable of creating highly generalized expectations that
are placed on its members, and these can be reliably
expected to be expected. By acknowledging particular
(formal) behavioural expectations upon entrance, the
member also acknowledges all other (changeable) formal
expectations of the system, which then results in the
acceptance of even those expectations that have not been
formally specified (Luhmann, 1973, pp. 339–340). Hence,
from the very beginning, Luhmann was aware that for-
mal expectations, such as contracts or legal sanctions,
were not the only expectations towards the member. The

member role also provides access to informal roles and
expectations in the system that are necessary for the orga-
nization as well. That is especially true for expectations
that are not suitable for the public, for internal criticism
or just those that are impossible to formulate formally.

In the following decades, Luhmann (1995) revised the
main pillars of his theory towards a communication-
based understanding of social reality. In this new under-
standing, society, societal macro-level realms, social
movements, conflicts, families, face-to-face interactions
and organizations all became treated as social systems
that consist of communication, and of communication
only (Luhmann, 2012, 2013). Organizations, hence, are
now understood as a specific kind of social system, that
is, a system mainly concerned with making decisions.
Accordingly, Luhmann (2018) defines the structures of
an organization no longer in terms of formal/informal
but as premises for decision-making: for example, in the
form of personnel recruitment, communication channels,
hierarchies, rules and culture.

In this understanding, membership is one of the pre-
mises for decision-making, too. However, even in this
new understanding, Luhmann (1996) kept emphasizing
the special importance of the membership premise.
Among all the organization's premises for decision-mak-
ing, membership is considered as kind of a meta-premise,
that is, ‘the premise for deciding on the premises for
making decisions’ (Luhmann, 2013, p. 143).

Nevertheless, although membership retained its rele-
vance in these newer works, Luhmann's (2003, 2005, 2018)
interests shifted significantly towards other aspects
important to organizations such as autopoiesis, decisions,
paradoxes, societal macro-differentiation and second-
order observation. These new concepts have created new
analytical possibilities for investigating organizations and
their relations to other social phenomena. And therefore,
it does not come as a surprise that his newer works have
been a great source of inspiration for a broad variety of
works in organization studies, for instance, with regard
to societal macro-differentiation (Andersen, 2003; Besio &
Meyer, 2015; la Cour & Højlund, 2017; Roth, Sales, &
Kaivo-oja, 2017; Schirmer & Michailakis, 2018; Will,
Roth, & Valentinov, 2018), complexities (Schneider,
Wickert, & Marti, 2017), markets (Ahrne, Aspers, &
Brunsson, 2015), paradoxes (la Cour & Højlund, 2017),
strategic management (Rasche & Seidl, 2017), temporary
organizing (Grothe-Hammer & Schoeneborn, 2019),
decision-making (Nassehi, 2005), extreme work hours
(Blagoev & Schreyögg, 2019), consulting (Mohe &
Seidl, 2011), disaster planning (Grothe-Hammer &
Berthod, 2017), ethics (Besio & Pronzini, 2014) and much
more (Cooren & Seidl, 2020; Czarniawska, 2017; Deroy &
Clegg, 2015; Grothe-Hammer & Berthod, 2017; Grothe-
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Hammer, 2019b; Schreyögg & Sydow, 2010). Finally, as
mentioned above, Luhmann also inspired seminal works
that developed and extended the understanding of mem-
bership (Ahrne & Brunsson, 2011; Ahrne et al., 2016;
Dobusch & Schoeneborn, 2015; Grothe-Hammer, 2019a;
Schoeneborn & Scherer, 2012)—however, notably, with-
out adopting Luhmann's actual definition of member-
ship. In this respect, only few works have so far been
concerned with passing back these new insights to mod-
ern systems theory itself.

This Special Issue of Systems Research and Behavioral
Science seeks to address this shortcoming. We want to
carry the discussion back to its muse. While modern sys-
tems theory undoubtedly has been an important inspira-
tion for many theoretical developments in organizational
research so far, we believe that only by further develop-
ing systems theory itself we can retain it as a source of
inspiration. We are convinced that the current debate can
significantly benefit from works that develop specifically
modern systems theory instead of just taking inspiration
from it. It is our argument that the application and fur-
ther development of the systems-theoretical understand-
ing of organization and membership is vital in order to
study new and present forms of organizing organizations'
relations to persons.

This Special Issue encourages opening up the investi-
gation of how the concept of membership is at stake
within both well-established and new forms of organiza-
tion. We want to be curious about the phenomenon at
hand but also to investigate how the theory can be fur-
ther developed in order to better grasp new forms of com-
plexity. By doing so, our aim is not only to develop
systems theory from within but also to provide new inspi-
rational impulses for the whole field of organization stud-
ies in this respect.

2 | AN OVERVIEW OF THE
SPECIAL ISSUE

As you may notice, we did not outline some integrated
view on membership, nor do we present a coherent
research programme or framework. This Special Issue
and its editorial are systematically unsystematizing.
This is not an accident. We believe that in order to
move forward, modern systems theory must allow for
multiple legitimate readings of Luhmann's original
works, as well as for multiple directions of further
developing systems theory. As the introduction of a pre-
vious Special Issue on Luhmann's general theory of the
social stated, ‘We don't need a scholasticism of
Luhmann’ (Messner, 2014, p. 314). We subscribe to this
view and believe that the best way to take Luhmann's

work seriously is to challenge it with empirical observa-
tions and to embrace the multiplicity of understandings
it facilitates, in order to develop its ability to describe
new forms of social complexities. Instead of struggling
for a prerogative of interpretation of what should be
considered ‘canonic’—which in our view seems to hap-
pen far too often—we should stand theory-internal plu-
rality. A crucial take-away from Luhmannian
theorizing in this respect is that there is not one
‘understanding’ but only ever new understandings of
the already existing works (cf. Luhmann, 1992). This
conviction is consequently mirrored by the contribu-
tions to our Special Issue, which take very different—
partly opposing—directions.

Our Special Issue opens up with the translation of
the first five chapters of Niklas Luhmann's ground-
breaking work Funktionen und Folgen formaler Organi-
sation. This book originally appeared in 1964 in
German and has now been translated to English by
Rhodes Barrett, who is known as the most experienced
translator of Luhmann's works there is. In Germany,
this book is considered one of the most influential
contributions to organizational research ever and still
remains very important in contemporary works. Our
impression is that the insights from this work are still
highly relevant and can inform contemporary debates
in organizational research. In these translated chapters,
Luhmann provides an understanding of organizations
as social systems that become constituted by defining
conditions for membership and making membership
decidable based on these conditions. Through this defi-
nition, Luhmann offers an answer to a classic, yet still
relevant question: what is formality? (cf. Ahrne &
Brunsson, 2019, p. 14). According to him, formal
expectations are those that are bound to the member-
ship role and for which acceptance is the condition for
becoming and remaining a member of the organiza-
tion. Membership is the basis for imposing a broad
range of expectations on members. Individual motives
that members might have are neutralized through their
membership. Members accept all kinds of expectations
as long as membership remains sufficiently attractive.
When entering an organization as members, people
are faced with a complex of norms and roles that have
to be accepted as valid if they want to remain mem-
bers, which ultimately means that they can expect that
every other member expects from them this very
acceptance. Hence, through the generalized member
role, an organization is capable of generating highly
generalized expectations. These are stable in time
(until changed by another decision), can be collapsed
into a myriad of specialized sub-roles and are ulti-
mately expectable to be expectable by every member

GROTHE-HAMMER AND la COUR 421
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towards every member. According to Luhmann, this
form of decided membership—deliberate acts of enter-
ing and exiting the system—is the ground that allows
for the constitution of formal organizations, their
unmatched capacities to create and handle complexi-
ties and the demarcation of external boundaries.

Whereas Luhmann himself did not engage much
with organization and emotions, Paul Stenner and Niels
Åkerstrøm Andersen examine how emotions and
authenticity intermingle with the question of member-
ship. As they explain, today many organizations call for
‘passionate’ members that treat the organization as
their significant other. This trend leads to an informal-
ization of formal membership, transforming it into a
membership of self-enrolment. In this new form of
membership, the authenticity of self-enrolment
expected of the members gains significant importance.
Emotions become an important theme as a source of
motivation, responsiveness and vitality. As Stenner and
Åkerstrøm Andersen show, the challenge of managing
the emotions is met by using certain semantic media,
which they call ‘media of transition’. Looking at the
contemporary management practitioner literature, they
explore the sources of these semantics and outline how
these provide the basis for the media of transition used
to prove the authenticity, and hence the intense per-
sonal investment, of the member.

Ghita Lauritzen's paper also addresses the implica-
tions of the personalization of membership within
organizations, but she takes a different path. She
examines more closely in what forms volunteers are
addressed as members within three different partner-
ship projects in the very same municipality. In her
work, a crucial aspect of membership is under pres-
sure: namely, the assertion that members become
members through their obligations to accept the deci-
sions of the organization (Luhmann, 1964, 2018).
When it comes to volunteers, these do not have con-
tractual obligations to the organization. This poses
challenges for how to manage expectations towards
and behaviours of volunteers. Lauritzen develops the
systems-theoretical ability to analyse and comprehend
how modern forms of organization can be influenced
to a high degree by members that are behaving as if
they were non-members. She thereby also examines
how the organization produces its own forms of struc-
tural precaution to protect itself and its autopoiesis,
namely, by attributing the paradox of decision-making
to the individuality of persons.

One of us, Michael Grothe-Hammer, goes further
still than the previous two and proposes to no longer
treat membership as a constituting feature of an orga-
nization. He argues for reserving the membership

notion for the selection of specific persons as belong-
ing to the organization and for complementing mem-
bership with the notion of ‘contributorship’. Drawing
on recent empirical works, he argues that first and
foremost, organizations need people who participate in
the internal organizational processes, that is, who con-
tribute to internal decisions. Such contributors need
not be deliberately selected persons and hence mem-
bers. As Grothe-Hammer argues, organizations are also
capable of distributing rights to participate in organiza-
tional processes through other possibilities than a per-
sonalized selection of members. By complementing the
concept of membership with the concept of con-
tributorship, he finally derives three generalized possi-
bilities of how individuals can be affiliated to an
organization, that is, as mere members, as mere con-
tributors or as both. He concludes his paper by dis-
cussing the different opportunities and challenges of
each category.

In almost the opposite direction goes Stefan Kühl.
Instead of dropping membership as a defining criterion
of organization, he proposes to expand the idea of
membership-based systems beyond organizations. In
particular, he proposes to treat groups, families and
social movements as membership-based social
systems as well. He argues that the common ground
for these systems is that they attribute persons as
belonging to the system or not and hence use mem-
bership as a constitutive feature. He uses this assertion
to outline the basic defining characteristics of these
systems, how they can be differentiated and how
they can be ultimately nested into or combined with
each other.

One of these possible combinations—organizations
and families—is explored in detail in the final paper of
our Special Issue. Heiko Kleve, Tobias Köllner, Arist von
Schlippe and Tom Rüsen explore family business, which
can be understood as hybrid constellations that are
simultaneously family and organization. However, as
they show, in many cases, these family businesses are
particularly large, consisting of several nuclear families
that are linked to each other through their joint owner-
ship. Such large business families are, hence, not only
faced with managing membership of the closer family.
They also need to manage membership of distantly
related shareholders as well—the so-called family net-
work. As Kleve et al. explain, this tripartite constella-
tion of organization, family and network produces
certain challenges for governance and communication
modes, family and business identities as well as mem-
bership management. The family business constantly
faces decisions on who belongs to it—which ultimately
spawns new criteria for membership and, accordingly,

422 GROTHE-HAMMER AND la COUR
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new forms of membership. Against this backdrop,
Kleve et al. further develop systems theory to account
for this phenomenon and outline the basis for a theory
of large business families.

Whereas the contributions to this Special Issue all
examine how the question of formal membership is
under pressure, each paper explores the implications of
this in its own way. The variation in the choice of
object of study and in lines of inquiry takes each of
them on a very different journey. Still, each contribu-
tion acknowledges that the systems-theoretical concept
of formal membership is under pressure when it comes
to understanding how membership is constituted within
different forms of organizations. However, and perhaps
more importantly, all papers reflect upon the different
possibilities for extending our understanding of the
relationship between organization and membership
through the application and further development of
Niklas Luhmann's theory of social systems. Although
all the papers provide different suggestions for improv-
ing the systems-theoretical understanding of the rela-
tion between organizations and membership, their
respective insights do not exhaust the possible configu-
rations and entanglements of these two concepts. We,
as editors of this Special Issue, are convinced that these
discussions shall be continued.
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